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Prefacetorevisededition

Since the first edition of this monograph was published, simulation
has become an increasingly important tool in the study of transport
processesinthesoil.Theprinciplesdescribed before havebeenapplied
to a variety of problems, including combined transport of moisture
and heat under thermal gradients (Troelstra &Blom, 1972),transport
of nitrogen in the soil system (Beek &Frissel, 1973), leaching and
salinization of soil profiles (Frissel &Reiniger, 1974), moisture
extraction byroots(Huck etal., 1975,van Keulen, 1975),evaporation
from the soil surface (Hillel et al., 1975, van Keulen, 1975) and
movementofpesticidesinthesoil(van Genuchten &Wierenga, 1974).
Although validation of simulation models of increasing complexity
is the main limiting factor for their application (van Keulen, 1974),
noother method isyet aspromising for integration and extrapolation
of existing knowledge.The basic principles described in this book are
still fully applicable, but newdevelopments particularly in simulation
languagesareworthwhile considering beforeembarkingonsimulation.
Firstly the introduction of a revised version of the Continuous
System Modelling Program, (CSMP III, IBM Techn. Rep. SH
19-7001-2)facilitates handling of array integrals and greatly increases
the number of output options.
Secondly, 'preprocessors', specifically geared to the handling of
distributive systems have been developed. Such programming devices
arecapableofgeneratingsingleoutput namesand multiple statements
from lineswritten 'array-wise'.
Thepreprocessor developed at the Department of Mathematics of the
Agricultural University, Wageningen (which is written in Fortran,
and available on request) usesnumerical arrays between apostrophes:
A' 1 , 3 ' = B ' 2f 4 # C
A1

— DC. w

t\Cm
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= B4 * C
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w
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A somewhat different technique, leading however to the same result
isapplied in the preprocessor developed in the Department of Botany
of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem which is written in SNOBOL
(D. Wallach pers. commun.). These features mainly improve reading
and writing of the simulation programs, since the use of Fortran
DO-loops and NOSORT-sections can be avoided. Some examples of
its application are given by de Wit &Goudriaan (1973) and van
Keulen(1975).
Finally the increasing computer costs and the still rather inaccurate
measurements of soil properties in situ, may lead to the adoption of
alternativedescriptionsfor transport processesinthesoil(van Keulen,
1975).
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this book is to interest student and scientist in the
simulation of transport processes in the soil:transport of heat, salts,
ionsand water in the unsaturated phase.Theseprocessesarecharacterized byasimultaneouschangeintheamount ofenergyormaterial
with time and place. In mathematics, such distributive systems are
described bypartialdifferential equations,whicharedifficult tosolve.
Mostproblemsthatcanbesolvedbyanalyticalmethodsaresosimple,
that they are mainly of academical interest, but of little practical
value.Training in analytical methods isvery important, because this
gives a good insight into the fundamental aspects of problems.
However, the engineer or scientist faced with the task offinding
reasonable quantitative solutions for practical problems can hardly
usethesemethodsandoften muchofhisskillislostinthemathematical
handling ofproblems.
With problems where the elegant and not so elegant analytical solutions fail, solutions may be obtained by the brute force of the
computer. Training in numerical mathematical methods and training
in the useof thecomputer isthen necessary. This training should be
available at twolevels.
For development purposes, advanced training in numerical methods
and programming techniques is necessary, but apart from this, it is
extremely useful to train students more inclined to engineering in
such a way, that they are able to tackle their problems with a
niinimumexpenditure of time and effort.
Therefore computing systems have been developed in recent years to
handle problems of numerical integration. These systems are very
much alike in their basic approach, but vary for different machines
and in their level of sophistication. By far the most sophisticated
languages are 'Continuous System Modeling Program (CSMP)\
developed byIBMfor its360seriesofmachines,and otherlanguages
derived from it.
1

The student is introduced to this engineering approach. To read the
book fruitfully, he should have an 'undergraduate' training in soil
science and mathematics and a basic knowledge of FORTRAN.
Since CSMP is used throughout, it is advisable to have the 'User's
manual of the system /360 Continuous System Modeling Program',
available through IBM offices under the number H20-0367-2. Moreover, he should have the patience to invent some alternatives for the
given solutions and possibly carry these out on a nearby computer
that can handle the system.
Evenpersons who do not have access to CSMP or similar languages
may gain enough insight in the problems to use a simulation system
available to him or embark on programming in plain ALGOL or
FORTRAN, although this is not advised.
1.2 Some principles of transport processes

The most important transport processes in soils are the transport of
heat, water, solutes in the water (ions, organic substances) and gases
(C0 2 , 0 2 , water vapour). They can be described by some general
equations.
Itisassumed that thefrictional forcesduringmovementofasubstance
are proportional to the velocity offlowand compensate the driving
force in full. As a consequence, a uniform motion results with a
velocityinthesamedirection asand proportional tothedriving force.
Theequation for therateofflowofasubstanceisthusassumed tobe:

FL0W=TRAN * D R I V I N G F O R C E

(1.1)

inwhich TRAN,thetransportcoefficient, isindependent of the driving
force.

Thetransport processmustalsosatisfy thecontinuitycondition,which
isa direct consequence of theprinciple of theconservation of matter.
Apart from the production or release of a substance or heat (i.e. the
uptake of water or ions by roots, the heat of wetting and the release
of C0 2 by micro-organisms) this continuity condition states simply
that therate ofincreaseofa substance ina volumeequalsthenet rate
offlowover its boundaries.
For thediffusion of molecules thedriving force isproportional to the
concentration gradient and may be expressed in gem" 3 cm" 1 . When

low is expressed in gem" 2min" 1 the transport coefficient has to be
expressed in cm2min" 1 . The driving force for ions does not only
depend on theirconcentration gradient, but also on the electromotive
force which results from the presence of other ions. This will be
considered later in detail.
Since conduction of heat is caused by the irregular thermal motion
of molecules, heatflowmay be treated in a similar way. The driving
force is then proportional to the temperature gradient, which equals
thegradient involumetric heatcontent divided bythevolumetricheat
capacity of the soil. If the flow isexpressed in calcm" 2min"1, the
transport coefficient has the unit of calcm" l min" l °C~l.
Thedrivingforce for theflowofwater in soilisthepotential gradient,
which may be expressed in mbarcm" 1 . When the flow of water is
in gcm~ 2 min" 1 , the transport coefficient isin gcm~2min"'1mbar"'1
(One mbar is about the pressure of a column of water of one cm).
Forhorizontalflowand intheabsenceofothergradients,thepotential
gradient equals the gradient in volumetric moisture content, divided
by the specific moisture content, which is the change in volumetric
moisture content per unit change in potential. The gradient in
moisture content has the unit cm 3 cm" 3 cm" 1 , so that the unit of the
transportcoefficient iscm2min" l ,whentheflowisincm3cm"2min~ l .
With the transport of water, the transport coefficient depends on the
friction between thewater moleculesand between thewater molecules
and the surface of the soil matrix and this friction increases rapidly
with decreasing water content, that iswith the increase of the contact
surface between the matrix and the water per unit water. Hence, the
transport coefficient for waterdependslargelyonthemoisturecontent
ofthesoil,adependence whichshould becarefully distinguished from
theindependence of the moisture gradient. The specific water content
ofthesoilalsodependson themoisturecontent, sincelargeporeslose
their waterfirst.
Equation (1.1) has to be verified experimentally. It has been shown
that it holdswellenough for the movement of solutes,heat and water
through theporesofasoilmatrix.It should, however, berealised that
movement ofheatand solutesoccursalsowiththemovement ofwater
arid that this movement has to besuperimposed on the movement by
diffusion of these substances.

